HEAVY DUTY FORKLIFT TRUCKS

- Capacity from 8 to 52 tons
Hyster® Heavy Duty Forklift Trucks are the ultimate tough trucks for the most demanding areas of operation.

For more than 80 years Hyster® have been developing truck solutions to meet the specific requirements of customers in every industry around the globe. We offer innovative solutions to the challenges of materials handling, helping to keep our customers at the forefront of their industry.

Innovation

Through a continuous product development programme, Hyster® Heavy Duty Forklift Trucks benefit from technological advances that significantly reduce cost of ownership and maximise operational efficiencies.
Driver performance has the greatest impact on productivity. State-of-the-art features ensure that Hyster® Heavy Duty Forklift Trucks provide the ultimate in efficient forklift operation.

Visibility and operator comfort
Advanced design features, including a low profile carriage, guarantee optimum visibility and clear sightlines of the area of operation.

The spacious cab is designed for maximum comfort and flexibility, and can be quickly adapted to individual driver requirements. Every detail has been carefully designed for convenience, speed and safety. From the controls and the display to the seating and ventilation, the driver has the best possible working environment to keep them comfortable and aid productivity.
LOWEST COST OF OWNERSHIP

Hyster® trucks are designed with low cost of ownership in mind. Well-integrated systems developed with high quality suppliers help to minimise the lifetime cost of operations. These trucks achieve the best fuel economy levels in the market, with up to 20% lower fuel consumption than competitive products.

Integrated systems design
The optimised Hyster® power train solution delivers maximum performance levels in all working environments. Auto-shift transmission increases drivetrain longevity and enhances operator comfort.
Hyster® High Capacity Forklift Trucks are engineered to offer outstanding operating solutions for tough environments and heavy loads including timber, concrete and steel.

Many years experience in superior mast design is applied to every truck in our range. The Hyster® mast, with robust channels, rollers, stub shafts and chain anchors, is designed to excel in the most challenging conditions.

Carriage and fork options
Customise your truck to meet specific requirements with a wide range of mast, carriage and fork options.

OUTSTANDING SOLUTIONS FOR TOUGH ENVIRONMENTS

HEAVY DUTY FORKLIFT TRUCKS

CARRIAGE AND FORK OPTIONS
- Pin Type carriage +/- independent or simultaneous Fork Positioner
- Pin Type Side Shift frame carriage +/- independent or simultaneous Fork Positioner
- Pin Type Dual Function carriage with Side Shift and independent Fork positioner
- Hook Type Dual Function carriage with Side Shift and Fork positioner for Quick Disconnect forks (independent or simultaneous FP)
- Hook Type Dual Function carriage with Side Shift and Fork positioner for Quick Disconnect forks and 2 auxiliary valves to control a hang-on attachment with 2 hydraulic functions

OUTSTANDING SOLUTIONS FOR TOUGH ENVIRONMENTS

Carriage and fork options
Customise your truck to meet specific requirements with a wide range of mast, carriage and fork options.
With lifting capacity ranging from 8 up to 52 tonnes and a wide range of options, Hyster® Heavy Duty Forklift Trucks offer the ideal solution for all heavy-duty applications. These trucks are designed to make light work of the heaviest loads and the toughest working environments.

Engineered for you
Hyster Special Products Engineering Department (SPED) is designed to offer a specific solution when you need a truck engineered to meet the unique needs of your operation. We understand that customisation may be critical to the success of your operation. Our special design team will work directly with you to ensure your trucks are precisely tailored to your particular requirements.
Hyster® has been conquering the world’s most demanding applications for more than 80 years. A continual and rigorous programme of research and development means that our trucks are always at the forefront of technological excellence. Our world-class testing facilities ensure that each truck is designed to meet the most stringent quality controls, giving you the confidence to rely on Hyster® for unsurpassed strength and dependability.

Hyster® trucks have always had a strong reputation for robust design and durability. Renowned for producing extremely reliable and comfortable trucks, the current range has the added benefit of low lifetime cost of ownership.
A world leader in the manufacture of materials handling equipment, Hyster® offers a comprehensive range of Big Trucks including Heavy Duty Forklift Trucks, Empty Container Handlers, Laden Container Handlers and ReachStackers, all supported by a global parts supply operation to meet your materials handling requirements.

Global Advantages
Hyster customers benefit from the expertise and resources of a worldwide manufacturing organisation with a global approach to product design, manufacturing, supply-chain administration and global distribution network.

We are able to maximise economies of scale and achieve consistent quality. At the same time, the company retains the flexibility to tailor products and solutions and to adapt production capacity in line with regional market demands.

Tailored Solutions
A large proportion of Big Truck sales require special engineering and Hyster has a highly-experienced engineering team actively supporting specific application requirements.

Dealer Network
Our Dealer Network offer support in fleet management, parts supply, capital procurement and specialist training. Our carefully chosen dealers understand customer requirements and operating environments, and will assist in selecting the right lift truck and provide fast, reliable support.

Service Support
Your local Hyster® dealer offers a flexible, customised and comprehensive maintenance plan based on each truck’s operating environment. Service programmes include scheduled inspections and maintenance, backed up by responsive on-site service.
HYSTER EUROPE
Tel: +44 (0) 1276 538500
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